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Introduction & Purpose
This document is designed to support your learning after attending or
watching the recording of Ento Fundamentals webinar “Rostering and
Timesheet Reporting,” which was broadcast live on Wednesday 19th October,
12pm (AEDT). It is not intended to be a stand alone guide.

Learning Intentions
The objective of the webinar and this learning guide is to support you to:

1. Access and make meaning from in-built reports
2. Create, edit and run customised shift exports.

The opportunity
Data-driven decision making can help you:

1. Predict upcoming challenges
2. Detect issues earlier and
3. Spot opportunities.

But, not all information is helpful or meaningful.

If you analyse old or patchy data, you will not have the whole picture – and
you will make poor decisions as a result.

Useful data is accurate, current and complete. It is accessible, which means
it is easy to collect and interpret. And finally, it is actionable, i.e., it gives you
clarity over which actions to take.
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Common questions and helpful reports

Question Report

How am I tracking against
the budget this month?

Rostering > Reports > Totals - Compounding

Shows you the cumulative total for the date
range and units (costs or hours) selected.

How many shifts went
unassigned in a particular
time period?

Rostering > Reports > Shift Allocation

The Allocation overview chart highlights the
number of unassigned shifts in the date
range.

How do you monitor
‘no-shows’?

Time & Attendance > Compliance -
clock-in/out

A red dot indicates a staff member had a
shift and failed to clock-in and/or out.

Alternatively, set up an export template that
includes Authorised Actual Hours and export
from the Review Timesheets page. Shifts with
0 Authorised hours are those that were
zeroed-out.

How do I see shifts
assigned to a particular
staff member over a
particular period, eg. the
last 12 months?

Rostering > Reports > Shift History

Filter for your desired date range (up to 12
months in one search) and staff member,
making sure to review whether you want
leave included in the ‘Type’ drop-down. Export
as needed.

Need a different report? See a full list here.
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Top Tips for Roster and Timesheet reports

1. Be strategic. There is likely a huge amount of data in your Ento
account, and multiple ways to access and export it. Think about your
specific unresolved question, and what data (and therefore report)
will be most helpful in answering your question, or indicating your best
next step.

2. To stay agile in your operations, access smaller reports more often.
Reviewing relevant inbuilt reports on a weekly (or even daily) basis will
help you identify emerging issues early (like difficulties clocking in at
particular sites) or opportunities (like identifying your most reliable
workers).

3. Custom data applied to a shift (like a ‘Training’ tag) are available as
filters for in-built reports, so if you want to segment your data to a
particular shift tag (or other custom data point), you can!

4. Export templates you create are accessible by all managers with
permissions to export data from Ento. Make sure you name them
clearly, particularly if you have similar reports for different purposes or
sites.

5. Need your columns in a particular order in your export? Adjust the
order by dragging and dropping in the ‘Generate preview’ section of
the Settings > Export template > Edit page.

6. Rostering > Reports > Shift History also enables you to access shifts
data for future dated shifts.

7. Need to export shifts for only a single roster? Generate your shift
export report directly from the roster by clicking the ‘more actions’
button with the 3 dots, and selecting ‘Export & Print.’
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Suggested Learning Activities
The best way to learn and retain new knowledge and skills is to use it!

In-built reports

1. Head to Time & Attendance > Reports > Compliance - clock-in/out
and filter to a relevant date range and/or location. Expand all items in
the table data. Are there any surprises? Who is clocking-in/out most
consistently?

2. Explore the in-built reports in Rostering > Reports, referring to the list
here for more information. Which ones are most useful in your
context? Are there specific unresolved questions you have that these
reports could help you explore?

Custom export templates

1. If you have access to the Settings menu,  create a new custom shifts
export template.

The fields available for selection are organised into sections which
follow the lifecycle of the shift. Select the ones you need, generate a
preview at the bottom, and change the order of the columns if
needed.

2. Head to Review Timesheets and filter for a particular date range,
location and/or employee. Export it to a shifts export report.

3. Head to Rostering > Reports > Shift History. Filter for a future date
range, such as today + 30 days, and a relevant location and/or
employee.
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